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Aircraft Operations

• 60 MINUTES II - May 1997 Cobra Mishap
  • A Difficult Experience
  • Lessons to Learn . . .

• DCMA-AO
  • 100% Turnover
  • 2000-2001 Focus
• For Commanders with Flight Operations
  • Make Sure. . . .

• Your Aircraft Delivery Preparation Process is foolproof. . . .
  • TDY aircrew processing
  • QA - Aircraft Operations Interface and handoff
For Commanders with Flight Operations.

- Make Sure.

- You, your GFR, and your customer know the difference between “Service” requirements and “contractual” requirements, and . . . .

- What is really on the contract
Aircraft Operations

• 100% ASO/FSO Turnover at HQ

• Lt Col Mike Clover (7/00) - GFR Training

• Lt Col Joe Harrell (4/00) - USAF FSO

• LCDR Eric Patten (4/00) - USN ASO

• Maj Robert Grigsby (7/00) - USA ASO
• FSO/ASO Primary Responsibilities . . .
  • Service FSOs/ASOs
    • Safety Programs & Safety Training
    • Aircrew Currency & Proficiency
    • Aviation Resource Managers

• Customers Include:
  • Procuring Service Safety POCs
  • CMO Commanders
  • Team Members